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Downsized (Series 2)

10 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. A House Divided

The Bruce’s have clawed themselves out of financial ruin but are at odds over whether to buy a
house. As they battle it out something unexpected occurs that puts one of their kids in grave
danger.

2. Teenage Rampage

Rex is released from the hospital and Laura worries that insurance won’t cover it. Bailey begins a
rebellious streak as she gets in a screaming match with a stranger and butts heads with Todd.

3. Divorce Drama

Rex’s medical bills and the anniversary of Laura’s mom’s death takes an emotional toll on Laura.
Fighting between Laura and Todd leads Danielle to worry they are headed for divorce.

4. The Other Side of the Glass

Todd’s son from his first marriage, Cody, comes to Anthem for a visit. For Laura the visit is a
reminder of Cody’s disruptive influence, but for Todd it’s a chance for a father and son to heal the
deepest and most painful wounds of their lives.

5. Fend For Yourself

Todd and Laura realize that the kids have slipped back into their wasteful ways. Todd declares a
state of ‘Fend for Yourself’. All the kids get $20 that must provide for all their expenses for 2 days.
And he's charging for room and board!

6. Run for Your Life

Laura was diagnosed with MS six years ago, but she hasn’t fully accepted the fact that she has it.
After meeting a woman who also has the disease, Laura is forced to face the disease head on.
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7. Too Much Pressure

The Bruce-Rumseys goes on a strict raw diet because of Dylan’s high blood pressure. Meanwhile,
Laura gambles on losing her job by organizing a fundraiser that will hypnotize Anthem.

8. No More Emergency Fund

Mounting costs threaten to deplete the family’s emergency fund. Worried Laura considers selling
her wedding ring at a Gold Party. Todd is angered that Laura would even consider selling her ring.

9. Talk to Her

Todd and Laura decide to see a marriage counsellor to make sure they’re on the right path. Bailey
struggles to find a way to take her senior pictures, and the family learns a dark secret about
Bailey’s new boyfriend Ryan.

10. Talk to Her

Bailey deals with the actions of her boyfriend, and the rumours that follow. The family is supportive
of her, but Bailey has doubts about her own actions. Rex has a big decision to make.


